Sparse Bayesian kernel survival analysis for modeling the growth domain of microbial pathogens.
Survival analysis is a branch of statistics concerned with the time elapsing before "failure," with diverse applications in medical statistics and the analysis of the reliability of electrical or mechanical components. We introduce a parametric accelerated life survival analysis model based on kernel learning methods that, at least in principal, is able to learn arbitrary dependencies between a vector of explanatory variables and the scale of the distribution of survival times. The proposed kernel survival analysis method is then used to model the growth domain of Clostridium botulinum, the food processing and storage conditions permitting the growth of this foodborne microbial pathogen, leading to the production of the neurotoxin responsible for botulism. A Bayesian training procedure, based on the evidence framework, is used for model selection and to provide a credible interval on model predictions. The kernel survival analysis models are found to be more accurate than models based on more traditional survival analysis techniques but also suggest a risk assessment of the foodborne botulism hazard would benefit from the collection of additional data.